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up with such impressive results, that British firms should
not rely too much upon agents, however excellent, but that
the heads of firms should at regular intervals of time visit
the Commonwealth personally, because ' trade follows
knowledge, and bickering is the child of ignorance.'
As for the future Eden confined himself to observations
sufficiently general to be safe. He judged the * white
Australia ' policy to be right and inevitable, but he recog-
nized that it involved great responsibilities which the world
sooner or later will ask to see discharged. * A population of
less than six millions is no corollary to a White Australia
policy.' Immigration must be explained, encouraged, and
co-ordinated. It is the duty of Great Britain to help Aus-
tralia find markets, the duty of Australia to give British
immigrants the warmest of welcomes at the beginning of
their new life. ' To expunge the " Pommy " would deprive
the Australian vocabulary of no grace.'
He had high hopes of Australia's cultural prospects,
although he deplored the pervasive influence of the Ameri-
can film, which inevitably habituates the spectator to
American habits, tastes, and prejudices. On the other hand
he paid fitting tribute to the astonishingly high standard
of Australian journalism. He found a town with a popula-
tion of eight hundred in a district with a population of
under three thousand carrying a newspaper published twice
a week; while there was another town of less than twenty-
five thousand in a district of forty-eight thousand inhabitants
supporting a daily morning paper, two evening papers, and
three weeklies. Every kind of specialist interest had full
journalistic representation. * If the vigour and enterprise of
public thought is to be measured by the variety and range
of the Press which it supports, then that of Australia need
not fear the test.' In as far as industrial disputes were
' expensive luxuries * and Socialism an extravaganza in
government, Eden was not troubled by the rocks on the
course or the thorns in the path of Australia's future great-
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